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^should we go about the
stion of assessing last SaturPsil-down and other demon>. organised by the Corn
e l 100 and its regional
Srparts?. By the total number
fcporters who attended? By the
of arrests, the numbers who
i-to. give their names or be
ibver? By the numbers jailed,
^reactions of the Press as well
fpuBlicity received? To our
Tthese are poor yardsticks at
|»ge in the development of the
jkivement which supports the
of the Committee, by
Jto assess such demonstraand those of us who take' part
|e the first to insist that the
jittee should riot be tempted
lurage the assessment of the
l o r failure of any demonJ-by a counting of heads, of
lo f people kicking their heels

In this Issue:

Inquest on
the Sit-Down
expectations.

Apart

• from

the at their failure, forgetting that their
chief concern in deprecating the
amiers’ gesture ends In 850 arrests" action was that the national safety
was as admirable as its sour little was being threatened!
editorial comment was f typical, the
From this stems a further point
ojher papers exploited “numbers”— which should be given serious con
success and failure. Thus the Sun sideration : does the “movement”
day Pictorial’s “ A rrests by t h e still need to hold demonstrations
H undred — as A-base invasion which are clearly intended to appeal
flops”, the Sunday Timas’ “850 to what the press calls “news”, and
A rrests but A nti-Bomb D ay F iz  therefore to receive maximum pub
zles O ut ”, the News of the World's
licity which is a mixture of good
“The great bomb protest is a damp and bud? It seems to us that there
squib.
H
undreds
H
eld
”
and
the
IVfrom the point of view of
were strong grounds for such con
tty, it is a mistake for it is Sunday Telegraph’s “Flop-down siderations in the early days of the
that the Press revels in, and fizzle in the fog”. Of course the “movement” since money and the
fthe “numbers” do not reach Press insists on having it all ways. instruments of mass communica
Jtimates they can, with some Before the demonstrations take tions are in the hands of the up
R ation, overlook other aspects place they deprecate the actions the holders of the Establishment, and it
Bemonstration which may have Committee and its supporters pro was- legitimate to appeal to others
Thighly successful, and write it pose to engage in ;. when, in the to, join one in activities in which
| failure because the “num- event, they fail to do what they pro one courted arrest and imprison
were below the organisers’ posed to do, then the Press sneers ment, as an example to others, as
well as a means of “hitting the
headlines”. There can be no doubt
publicity for them and, inci- one occasion; they are a kind of lib
whatever as to the importance of is good £Ut>l
the activities of the original Direct dentally, for the “cause” (though the eration for a whole series of pent-up
Action Committee in shaking off value is dubious since while on the feelings and fears and doubts which
some of the apathy, the hopeless one hand it tends to encourage the apply especially to young and inex
tT the demonstration at the U.S. its trim little houses and elegant fatalism and defeatism which had waverers, on the other it bestows perienced people (and we counsel
Air Force British Headquarters schools: I did not hear a single enshrouded the more or less pro a halo of respectability on a move them as salutary antidotes to the
1 Ruislip (a West London suburb) favourable comment on the demon gressive, thinking, elements in this ment which has no intention of ravages of age, comfort, prosperity,
routine and despair which afflict
Ion December 9th, there were, accor stration. When police vans were country (a situation probably con being “respectable”).
But for the likes of you and the too many of our middle-aged con
d in g to the radio, 1,500 demonstra nosing their way down to the main tributed to by the inability of the
tors and 1,400 policemen. I did not body of sitters, they were continu Labour Party to win even a general writer of these lines the publicity temporaries!). But surely once is
‘ see that number of either during the ally obstructed by demonstrators election!). But it seems to us that value of going to prison as the alter enough to liberate us from the inex
! five hours between the march from darting out from the verge and the kind of useful publicity that the native to paying a fine or agreeing perience and to shake off the cob
the. assembly point, and the final squatting in front of the moving National Press could be expected to to be bound over has very little webs of age; to meekly offer our
confused scuffles at dusk when vehicles until dragged away by the give to the activities of the-Com chance of making the headlines of necks to the executioners is to de
demonstrators were still attempting police. When the last of these, a mittee of 100 are now exhausted. the mass press or of influencing its serve what we get! Let us enlarge
| to prevent the police from driving man seeking with considerable cour We would certainly not advise any readers if it did. The decision to on the points on which we feel every
off one of their coaches of prisoners. age or fool-hardiness, to prevent the body to accept a prison sentence (a) participate in demonstrations in individual must decide.
(a) The decision to participate in
It seemed to me that at any given fast-moving van from going any resulting from a civil disobedience volving the risk of arrest ,(b) refuse
time, the demonstrators were heav further, was knocked down and demonstration for the publicity it to pay fines and accept imprison demonstrations involving the risk of
ily outnumbered by the police, who dragged away face downwards, a might be expected to receive, and ment, (c) accept commital to prison arrest. Perhaps, if we deal with a
prjce for refusing to be real experience and not with the
had previously established them- middle-aged spectator shouted to the by implication, the influence iLA as
■ selves in veiy large numbers in three police, “Why don’t you kill the silly might have on the public. We must “bound over” to keep the peace problem in the abstract, the point
strategic places: a big dairy depot idiot,” and thirty seconds later the qualify this statement in order to must be a personal one, by which we are trying to make will' receive
behind the station, in the Queens- same spectator was roaring with express our true feelings and views. we mean a responsible one, shorn from our active readers and the
*
*
*
mead School opposite the base, and laughter as a policeman lost his
of heroics, fanaticism, emotionalism, militants of the Committee of 100
t in the American HQ itself. The Air balance .and fell heavily to the
The Press and Mass Communica spleen, exhibitionism and defiance. the consideration we are bold
Force itself was nowhere to be seen. ground from the back of the same tions are interested in “personali We accept any of these feelings as enough to think it deserves.
The police followed their familiar van. To the bystanders the whole ties” and not in individuals. They explanations for one’s actions on
Continued on page 3
bottling-up tactics — though they thing was an amusing spectacle. I create the “personalities” ; you estab
jktook their time about it. Victoria engaged a number of vocal observ lish your individuality. Now, if you
I Road was immobilised for several ers in conversation and simply decide to earn your living in the
I hours and, after the first half hour gathered a collection of inane com show business, in politics or in any
they closed it to traffic at both ends. ments directed at the police (“Why occupation in which you need to be
I In the isolated group of demonstra- don’t they bang their heads together; recognised by the mass public as
guests” of Wethersfield. The Press were
(From our correspondent)
I tors who attempted to approach the they’d soon clear this lot up”), the somebody outside the run of ordin
A T Finchingfield, where the CND’s there, the police were there, and the
Easter march assembled and spilled Alsatians were there, barking away in
I base from the opposite side, there Americans (“Trust the Yanks not ary human beings, you seek the aid
f were 38 people, sitting surrounded to come out and fight”) and the de of the Press, TV, and ITV., or bet over into the innumerable roads and the vans. But alas, enough demonstra
t by 64 policemen, until the superin- monstrators (“Making an exhibition ter still you employ an agent who lanes that seem to meet there, the village tors were not there for the show to start,
for the wheels to turn: for the forces •
Ptendent decided that it was time of themselves. Haven’t they got is on paying and drinking terms green was deserted. Still we were not of law and order to put away their pipes
expecting
to
see
demonstrators
assembl
I they were mopped up. This seem- anything better to d o?”).
with the “blokes that matter” in ing there, though we were hoping that, and stub out their cigarettes and put on
ie d to ba the general ratio—a policy
To the police it was, I suppose, mass communications. They build in view of the last minute refusal by their masks; for the news gatherers to
I of containment, which succeeded a routine operation— rather over- your “ public personality” and des the coach people to take people from take up their action stations.
i the original one of picking up the organised, to judge by the way their troy your individuality (assuming London we would meet isolated groups
Hopefully we went on to Braintree
sitters and dumping them on the officers strutted up and down giving you have any).
on the road leading to Wethersfield. to offer transport for stranded demon
Wethersfield
village
contrasted
sharply
I grass verge—after which they imme orders. I did not see the incident
strators. At the station there were more
(To those who fail, the only alter
diately ran back again.
in which they were alleged to have native is to commit a series of gory with sleepy Finchingfield. The Press signs of life, but even so it was clear
were there in strength; the cameras that- no more than a token demonstra
A s to the effect on the public, the been “playing chicken” with the
! residents of this new suburb, with sitters, by rushing them on motor murders a la Heath, or Christie. mounted on car tops, rubber cables con tion would be possible. Shortly after
N ot only will you have a brief but nected to black boxes, and men with 1.30 all the,transport moved off,, plain
cycles.
intensive monopoly of the headlines ear-phones; men with more cameras clothes men and-news men as well as
So far as the demonstrators them but you may even find a place in strapped to their bodies than they had demonstrators, on the road to Wethers
selves are concerned, the effect of the law books and the unending hands to handle them; and of course the field.
*
*
*
this sit-down has been, I imagine, “Famous Trials” series not to men Force, the custodians of law and order
; A N A R C H Y is Published by
the same as that of the previous tion serialisation in the gutter Sun were there in strength. They were lining
With the demonstrators assembled in
the streets like sinister festoons for a
'Freedom Press at 1/6
ones: a reinforcement of the sense day Press).
village in mourning; the village hall was two columns, it was clear that no more
on the lest Saturday of every month. of solidarity and involvement. They
For the “personalities”, so long as bursting its sides with the Reserves, kept than 500 would be available. Of these
behaved with dignity and determina it doesn’t keep them out of the warm with hot refreshments and food. only about 100 were prepared to attempt
BET YOUR COPY NOW!
tion. 591 people were arrested.
public eye too long or disrupt their After all, like the Americans at the base to penetrate the barbed wire defences
C.W.
contracts, involvement in sit-downs theg| were, to quote the Minister, " th e _________
Continued on peqe 4

Observer whose headline “6000 dis-
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"TF in time there were degrees of
h high and low,” said Thomas
Hobbes, “I verily believe the highest
of time would be that which passed
betwixt 1640 and 1660.” In fact it
would not be too much to say that
the peak of English history came in
the seven years separating the defeat
of Charles I in 1646 and the
triumph of Oliver Cromwell in 1653.
Between the destruction of one
tyrant and the accession of another,
the country reached a state of social,
religious, political and intellectual
turmoil it had never known before
and has never known since.
Hundreds of groups in Parlia
ment, the Protestant churches and
sects, in the regiments of the Army,
and in the towns and villages of
England quarrelled with each other
and among themselves about their
plans for a settlement following the
Civil War; the King was tried and
beheaded, and the Monarchy and
House of Lords were abolished;
great thinkers like Milton, Hobbes
and Harrington were working out
their ideas; Ireland and Scotland
were conquered and fully united
with England for the first time; the
men who had fought on both sides
in the war and had travelled all over
the country (often leaving their
homes for the first time in their
lives) returned with their minds full
of what they had seen and heard;
for the first time, English popular
thought and discontent came right

’ 1E E D O M j
interpretation otY
hUv
W ,n s t a n l e y p r o c .a J " y me
you hate the namyLeveller,”j
said to the follower of LilbUM
who were much conct ed toj
that they were revolutivanB—
tell you Jesus Christ is-^g
Leveller.” Nor do we
American collection which was compromising anarchist mes
edited by George Sabine and pub Winstanley’s pamphlets; “Aii
lished by ' the Cornell University eminent and ministry, that is
Press in 1941 has not appeared in up by imagination, is to be |
m
this country. Winstanley is still a down and plucked up.” W h j
shockingly neglected English anar do get is the enormous utopian
chist pioneer, who is well worth of the Diggers—“That the I
studying.
shall be made a common treastjj
livelihood to whole mankinds
David Caute’s impressive novel out respect of persons”—an d
deals with the history of the com burning desire “to sow corn aj
munity on St. George’s Hill from its eat our bread together by the.
beginning full of hope to its bitter of our brows” ; and we are preij
end. He naturally concentrates on with the cruel dilemma of vi
Winstanley, alternating passages and non-violence. “We shaljf
told in the first person by his hero this by force of arms,” saial
with passages of third person narra Stanley, “we abhor it” ; bill
tive. Everard, Platt, Gladman are were scattered by force of an
here, even Fairfax, though they tend would have been forgotten;
to become caricatures when the hadn’t been a great writer todj
It will be guessed t h a t
author’s pen slips. There are some
jarring moments of hindsight—a re Caute is chiefly interested m;
ference to “some young chap called Stanley insofar as his world
Andrew Marvele”, words and relevant. This is fair enouj
phrases like “pacifism” and “civil the book is so good that on!
disobedience”—and the language really complain. But it is
sometimes drops from the colloquial sense a substitute for Wins!
to the slangy, but the book is bril own writing, and in someirj
liantly written. There is also rather I think it distorts his chtM
too much modern preoccupation we know it. My objection
with violence and sex for the seven that some of his additions;
teenth century background, but the story introduce an alien elet^i
sexual intrigue which I fiflT
age lives again nevertheless.
hard to accept. I really ca
The facts are added to, but
lieve in Parson Platt’s hjl
scarcely altered at all where they are wife who becomes infatuate!
known (thus Henry Sanders made Winstanley and gives him ml
the first complaint about the com keep the community going
munity, not Parson Platt, but this the delicious young wife of
sort of thing is unimportant). We his comrades who fires him!
certainly, get the feel of “a man with temptation and indirectly ps
his feet on the ground and his head tates the community’s col
in the "clouds”, as Fairfax is made Here I feel that melodrama is
to see him. The title, by the way, tuitously thrust into the plof'
need not be puzzling. Winstanley that an unpleasant attitude^
once wrote: —
“Now comes the time that the elder women and heterosexual aqt|
sons, that are bom after the flesh, shall which was also present in C i|
serve the younger sons, in whom the novel about West Africa, A t
blessing lies; this is the fall of Esau and Pitch (1959), mars his very consajd]
able talent. He is a clever y
the rising of Jacob.”
Jacob, who was called Israel, was Fellow of All Souls’ College, O:
the younger brother of Esau who (which comes in for some nast
took his birthright from him and cracks on the side!), who ought?!f
became tithe ancestor of the Jews. know better than to lapse into pun
The Diggers used to call themselves sensationalism. Another small oh!
Jews, in the sense that they—the jection is that Comrade Jacob is top!
common people— were the Chosen short and could easily have been’
People, the meek who would inherit twice as long. But it is really such;
the Earth. So Winstanley is Jacob, a good novel that I don’t want to1
the representative of the poor; he is end by discouraging anyone from
also Comrade Jacob, the representa reading it; it is far more than a mere
tive: of the working-class. David political or historical novel and is
Caute manages in two words to link well worth reading and re-reading,
his hero with the Hebrew myth and both for its own sake and for the
the socialist movement.
light it throws on a little known
H e doesn’t manage quite so suc episode in English political history.
cessfully to convey the apocalyptic
N.W.

‘Comrade Jacob'

out into the open, as books and
pamphlets attacking everything and
advocating everything poured from
the presses in the brief interval be
tween the censorships of King and
Lord Protector; fortunes and repu
tations were made and lost over
night; extreme political groups such
as the Levellers and the Fifth Mon
archy Men gained very considerable
power and influence in high places;
“Anabaptists” (the fashionable booword of the age) terrified all the
Establishments; Ranters and Shak
ers, Seekers and Quakers wandered
about England preaching their
strange doctrines, and men like
George Fox and James Nayler suf
fered cruel persecution for their
public eccentricities; English society
was turned upside down.
In all this confusion one of the
most extraordinary and interesting
figures was a real live anarchist
called Gerrard Winstanley, whose
origins and fate were obscure, whose
work was forgotten until it was re
discovered in 1895 by Eduard Bern
stein (the German “revisionist”
Marxist), and who is the hero of
David Caute’s second novel, Com
rade Jacob (Andre Deutsch, 16s.).
Winstanley was a remarkable pam
phleteer—quite as remarkable as the
more famous John Lilbume—who
began with anticlerical theology arid
turned to its political equivalent,
anarchism. First, like Bunyan, he
wrote in allegorical terms of the
Kingdom of Heaven; then he
brought it down to earth and wrote
ANY book in prim.
of utopia—but unlike most Utopians
Also out-of-print books searched for
he not only wrote of utopia, he tried
—and frequently found.' This includes
to build it with his bare hands. He
paper-backs, children’s books and text
books. (Please supply publisher’s name fell right through Puritanism, pass
if possible).
ing from orthodoxy to Baptism to a
sort of primitive Quakerism, and
NEW BOOKS
came out the other side advocating
Memoirs and Corrrespondence
anarchist communism and for a year
Frieda Lawrence 42/leading an anarchist community in
The Nature of Life
Surrey.
C. H. Waddinglon 18/Sociai Behaviour
H e was probably the Garrard
G. C. Homans 30/Winstanlie who was baptised at
Pope John and the Cold War
Wigan on 10 July, 1609, and the
F. A. Ridley 5/The Marquis de Sade: a Biography
Jerrard Winstanley who married
G. Lely 50/Susan King in London on 28 Sep
Througb the Glass of Soviet Literature
tember, 1640; he was certainly born
(Ed.) E. I. Simmons 14/in Lancashire and was in business
in London at the beginning of the
SECOND-HAND
Civil War.
When his business
Communism on the Decline
George E. Guins 6/6
failed he became a grazier at King
Autobiography (In Viddisb)
ston—like so many revolutionaries,
Rudolf Rocker 10/he was a failed petit-bourgeois! In
Imenial tonal Relations since the Peace
Treaty (1945)
1648 he was publishing pamphlets
E. H. Carr 5/upholding universalism—the crimi
The Philosophy of Labour
nal doctrine “ that all men shall be
C. Delisle Bums 4/Guilds, Trade and Agriculture
A. J. Penly 5/Cfiriaianli} and the Social Resolution
(1937—lAmpl
Auden. Noe), Needham, Ac. 6jThomas Ilevy Huxley
Leonard Huxley 2/6
'"THERE it no constant (ink between
Prohibition versus Civilisation
Harry Elmer Barnet 6/poverty and illegitimacy. In Lon
Three Days in the Village, Ac.
don's East End the rate is consistently
Leo Tolxtoy 2/6
lower than in the West End. (However,
Imperialism: The Highest Stage of
poverty is certainly a factor in the West
Capitalism
Indies, Peru and parts of the Argentine,
V. I. Lenin (stained) 2/where the rates are as high as 60—70
Why This Socialism? (1934)
Stafford Cripps 3/6
per cent.). Climate is not a factor either,
The Shooting Party
since, for example, Icelanders produce
Anion Chekhov 2/6
seventeen times as many bastards as do
The Land or Retotution
the “passionate" Greeks. Nor is reli
R. L. Outhwaite 3/gion a factor: in 1938 the highest rates
Capitaliiun and the War (1917)
were: Iceland (Lutheran) 23,7 p.c.,
J. T. Walton Newboid 2/6
Austria (Catholic) 20,9 p.c., Portugal
Popular Stories and 1-egends
Leo Tolstoy 2/6
(Catholic) 15.6 p c , Sweden (l.utheran)
The Restoration of Trade Union
12.7 p.c. Education doesn’t seem jo be
Condition* (1917)
s factor and there it little consistency
Sidney Webb Siin the results of comparisons between
British Imperialism in China (1926)
town and country areas.
Elinor Burnt 2/6
There are many other interesting facts
to he learned front a book by Virginia
PERIO D ICALS
W/mperis which was published this
Flame, Nov^-Dcc. 1961, 9d.
year*. We sue told that in this country
three out of every hundred illegitimate
Book token* accepted
children die before they are one year
old, twenty are at some stage adopted
by someone other than their parents,
three arc in public care, and about a
(Open 2 p.m.—5,30 p.m. dally;
third grow up in unofficial families. In
10 am.—1 pun. Thursdays;
England and Wales the chances of death
10 tun.—5 pun. Saturday*).
before one year is 26 per cent, higher

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS
We can supply

saved”—and experiencing mystical
visions like those of Fox and Bun
yan. His active political career be
gan quite suddenly in the spring of
1649, at the time of the Leveller
disturbances after Charles’ death,
when socialistic proposals for end
ing the crisis were in the air.
On April 1st he and a handful of
friends began to dig up the common
land on St. George’s Hill, between
Cobham and Walton-on-Tbames,
earning themselves the name of
“Diggers”, though they called them
selves the True Levellers. The little
band were repeatedly attacked by
ignorant mobs and persecuted by
the local landowners (led by the
Presbyterian parson, John Platt), and
a troop of soldiers (under Captain
John Gladman) was sent down to
keep order; Winstanley and his
fellow-leader, William Everard (who
seems to have deserted the Diggers
for the Levellers just in time for
their defeat at Burford in May), ex
plained their behaviour to Thomas
Fairfax (the Commander-in-Chief of
the Army) at Hounslow, and Fairfax
himself visited the community at
least once. For a few months the
project survived, while Winstanley
bombarded Fairfax and the Army
in general, Parliament, the C hurches,'
the Universities, the lawyers and the
City merchants with eloquent pam
phlets, the best of which are The
New Law of Righteousness and The
Burning Bush. Other groups ap
peared in Buckinghamshire, North
amptonshire and Kent, but the
movement was short-lived, and
nothing more is heard of the com
munity on St. George’s Hill after
April, 1650. Winstanley’s brief
burst of activity was over.
But he was not quite finished.
After the “crowning mercy” of Wor
cester, when Cromwell decisively
defeated Charles II, Winstanley
wrote a long, theoretical treatise
called The New Law o f Freedom to
give final expression to his ideas.
Disillusion had set in, and he fell
into many authoritarian errors—
starting with the hope that Crom
well would listen to him—but his
last known work is still a rem ark
able utopian document. It is dis
cussed in M. L. Berneri’s Journey
through Utopia (pp. 145-173), and
a shorter account appears in George
Woodcock’s Anarchy or Chaos (pp.
27-31).
Incidentally, the Cresset
Press published a selection of his
works in 1944, but the enormous
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'The Unmarried Mother and her Child,
by Virginia Witnperia. Alien & Unwin
35s.

that for legal children (1955 figures); in
Scotland it is 70 per cent, higher (1954
figures). However, the first-baby factor
could apply here. In Newcastle the
accident rate was found to be consider
ably higher for “natural” children.
Some countries, however, seem to, have
beaten these factors.
A link between illegitimacy and delin
quency seems to have been pretty clearly
demonstrated—by Burt, Mannheim, Stott
and others, Burt, for instance, studying
200 consecutive cases of juvenile delin
quency in London, found that 7.6
against 0.7 p.c. of controls were illegi
timates, There is some evidence that
disturbed pregnancy has its effect. Also,
an illegitimate may be cut off from
brothers, sisters, aunts and cousins, etc.,
or other* he could otherwise turn to
when some member ur members of his
family show lack of understanding or
intolerance.
There is much evidence to show that
illegitimates in this country suffer from
their misfortune. It is not even’ neces
sary for it to be manifested in anti
social behavour or in obvious clinical
symptoms for it to be real, A boy may
come to the edge of marriage and then
find that his fiancee’s people will not
accept him because he was born illegiti
mate; a girl may feel ready to marry
anyone at all who will forgive her the
stigma of her birth. Some old people

have forgone their pensions even for
fear of revealing their “illegal” state.
“Those who assume that it is-only the
old who suffer in this way and that
children are no longer shunned for being
illegitimate should have to see a boy
as he turns to his mother when he is
taunted by the neighbours’ veiled ques
tions, imploring her to arm him with
some story to account for his father’s
absence. That boy is the citizen of the
future . . . Will he be given a chance'/?
Will the way soon be made clear for the
legislative reforms that are so urgently
needed? , . , Every year another 30,000
illegitimates are born in England and
Wales alone, and the half million below
school-leaving age cannot be left wait
ing indefinitely for the generosity, the
justice and affection, that they must have
if they are to grow up into the round
and happy people it is within them to
become.”
The book tells us about the legislative
reforms that have taken place in Nor
way, Sweden and Denmark, largely as
a result of the efforts of a politician
named Castberg.
In Russia, which was among the first
to put the Castberg ideas into effect,
things have been modified from time to
time. In 1943 the right to inheritance
was withdrawn. In the following year
paternity suits were forbidden and the
father ceased to have any responsibili

ty towards his natural child. From W
what seems to have been a population fl
policy, the State assumed responsibility 9
for the children; medals were awarded ■
to mothers whether married or not. In .i
1947 the allowances to unmarried 9
mothers was halved.
Of the various ways and means of 1
reducing the rate of illegitimacy, forced J
marriage, early marriage, legalised abor-j
tion and easier divorce were not satis-fl
factory. Birth Control had a lot to b«J
said for it, considering Sweden’s exper-J
ience where the illegitimacy rate fella
between 1930 and 1950 from 16 to 9,5J
p.c. despite the far-reaching measures*
taken during the same years to make!
life economically easier for unmarried!
mothers. Opinion was sharply divided!
on this matter, but there was evidence!
to show that even in this country births
control helped matters.
Despite all the very important infora
motion contained in this book it isl
very disappointing. The author appar-5
ently still seeks for a remedy to the!
miserable situation within the Christian!
framework of our society. And in spit3
of the fact that the West Indians solvd
their own “illegitimacy*’ problem bjl
ignoring the whole concept of illegiti-f
macy, she fails to draw the obvious'
conclusion'
If there were no marriage there wcruMWl
be no “illegitimacy”. Recommenda-1
tion: abolish marriage.
b .c . m
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MQUEST ON THE SIT-DOWN

£ )R . CONOR O'BRIEN who re
cently resigned from his job as
head of the United Nations in
Katanga, is not going to satisfy his
critics bv passing into obscurity, at
least not before he blows the gaff
about the surreptitious role played
by Britain in Katanga affairs.
Already the Government has been
jolted into agreeing to supply a con
signment of bombs for the Canberra
aircraft which are being used by the
Indian contingent of the U.N.
forces in Katanga. The request was
made weeks ago by the U.N.. but
the fact that Britain has been loudly
protesting against the use of force
in Katanga, and now insists that her
bom bs, be used for “preventive
action” only, will not convince
everyone that she is dedicated to a
non-violent policy. There is much
more to the story than that.
The reasons for the Government’s
attitude became more apparent as
information, through press and
radio, is reaching the public.
But first of all Dr. O’Brien’s ex
pose in The Observer (Sunday, 10th
December) is highly relevant, and
the following few paragraphs suffi
ciently revealing in themselves with
out the other factors which are now
being discussed publically:—

R E A L ESTATE

Congo
& R E A L INTERESTS
to such a revolution. Yet the British
voted for the resolution in question.
It is hard, in relation- to such a vote,
to frame any other hypothesis than that
they voted on the assumption that the
resolution would not be implemented.
My experience suggests that they made
that assumption and did their best to
make it come true.
My offence is that on August 28 I
was responsible for the first major break
down in the assumption—the arrest of
more than 200 of the mercenaries.
From that date on, the British, delegation at the U.N., with help from var
ious other quarters, tried to get me re
moved, on grounds-, of “rashness" and
“imprudence".

able influence who do.
The Guardian's Commonwealth
correspondent on December 6th,
writing about the important finan
cial lobby in the City of London
and its links with Westminster,
points out that the mighty AngloBelgian mining corporation, the
Uunion Minibrc. now provides the
Tshombe regime with about 80%
of its annual revenues.
Other tie-ups are as fo llo w s:
Tanganyika

Concessions

Ltd.,

an

Anglo-Rbodesian concern with its head
mitted to the demonstration, out
quarters in Salisbury, owns 14$ per
weighed
our
reason—and
we
Sat
p i s writer has all along supporcent Of the shares in Union Minihre du
down
withthem.
,'the initiatives taken by the ComHaut-Katanga and has 20 per cent of
Happy as we are thinking back
the voting rights. The Chairman of
fte e o f 100. without sharing their
“Tanks" is Capt. Charles Waterhouse,
| and hopes in a non-violent on one more experience of warm,
one of the original “Suez rebels" in
r"«l revolution and firmly disasso- human companionship, the sharing
the winter of 1956-57 when be was still
ag ourselves frojffi the muddled with others of a cup of hot soup,
a Conservative MP at Westminster.
or
the
relative
protection
of
a
sack
Ideal thinking of their chairman.
In turn, a substantial shareholder in
Hand Russell, who we deeply between wet macadam and bottom,
Tanks"—and therefore a company with
ct and admire as a human we are filled with doubts as to
a stake in Katanga—is the British South
% nevertheless. We have sup whether we were right in joining the
Africa Company, the enormous mining
and merchanting concern which domi
ped them because we felt that sit-down, especially if our action in
nates the economy of Katanga's nextI had realised that in order to fluenced our friends. (If this is
door neighbour Northern Rhodesia.
[•mankind from possible anni- boastful thinking we can only reply
Here we come to numerous links with
‘on,by the latest in the weapons that in the event our friends influ
We know that Britain, for econo the British political scene. The presi
^term ination it was the people, enced us more than we influenced
mic reasons, hopes for a smooth dent of BSAC, Lord Robins, also sits
[.not governments or political them! But we must add that their
entry into the European Common on the board of 'T anks" and is there
jes, who should be prevailed influence was emotional). This is
Market on her terms. It is not fore directly concerned in the welfare
" to take action to remove the not the way to carry on the struggle
going to help the cause if Britain of Union MiniCrc. Lord Salisbury was
t of war. And the sit down against the forces of authority. De
antagonises Belgium and France by until his retirement (for reasons of ill
health) last April a member of the board
castrations they organised be- monstrations which involve the pos
My resignation from the United giving support to the United Nations of BSAC. In recent African debates in
the country—and world-wide sibility of arrest, police violence, and Nations and from the Irish Foreign Ser against Tshombe, hence the double
House of Lords he has been a sharp
acity they received, served to imprisonment must not be treated vice is a result of British Government dealing and the apparent confusion. the
questioner of Government actions in
3c down the blind acceptance lightly, a s a week-end outing. Be policy. That policy, as I have exper But also there are highly interested Katanga as well as the Rhodesias. Lord
which the majority of people cause we consider them as serious ienced it in practice, has been to give groups in this country and within Clitheroe, another vigorous champion of
Bowed the orders and policies non-violent threats to authority, we all aid covertly possible to the secession the Government’s own party making Katanga at Westminster as well as in
he government in office. They felt that the Committee o f J00 "when ist regime in Katanga while paying—in up the “Katanga Lobby” in finan the letters columns of the serious news
an attempt to delude the United States
[served to remove the social they originally stated that their acts and the Afro-Asian com m onwealth- cial and political circles who are papers, has interests in companies asso
of bring'' involved with the of civil disobedience would take lip-service to the unity of the Congo.
bringing pressure on the Govern ciated with Union MiniCre. and has
declared this interest when speaking in
". The policeman ceased to be, place only if a minimum of 2,000
In pursuit of this opportunist policy, ment.
Parliament. So has Lord Selborne, who
people
pledged
themselves
to
take
fe e m , the "bobby” and assumed
carried out under the slogan of “con
According to one report:
has similar financial interests in Union
. . . the members of this group have MiniCre associates.
“j true role as the ruling classes part, clearly valued the. person of ciliation and negotiation," the British
the
demonstrator
as
highly
as
his
Government
has
allowed
the
Security
never
sought
the
limelight,
and
in
the
ingest argument. Prison was a
A demonstration of Council to pass resolutions which it very cities where it has achieved its most
ce to which.sodal as well as anti- “witness”.
The role of the United Nations in
2.000
had
the
possibility of success would have vetoed had it possessed either notable successes—London, Paris and
al members of the community
Brussels—its discretion has surrounded the Congo as a peace-maker has
honesty or courage.
so
far
as
its
limited
objectives
were
*ght well be sent in the name of
By that resolution the U.N, was com the whole affair with an atmosphere of been discussed often enough in.
concerned, or failing that, ensured
t and -order. Prison is a place
mitted to withdrawal and evacuation of secrecy.
F re ed o m , the view being that since
.
either
immunity
from
arrest
or
mass
ere young and not so young can
the foreign officers who were—and in a
We don’t suppose that all the Tory it is virtually controlled by the big
ever and re-discover their dig- arrests which would cause a break disguised form stili are—the backbone back-benchers who support Tshombe
nations it could only do harm. Not
'ly and power as individual human down of the Court machinery and !$of the regime for which Mr, Tshombe have a financial interest in Katanga, ' everyone agrees with this view, but
of
the
prisons,'#
demonstrators
re
jS-Vthe -spokesman. To carry out this
-5ngs despite the fact that within
but there are some with consider- ' whatever its ultimate function as an
■hose walls they officially have no fused to payffines. This was; a difficult and dangerous task the U.N.
independent force, if it withdrew
forces needed the determined and whole
reasonable
supposition
perhaps
a
rights, no power.
from the Congo at the moment
hearted
backing
at
least
of
the
members
year ago. It no'longer is, (Strange
of tfie~~Security Council The Force TH0SE BOMBS!
there would be nothing but “the will
as
it
may
seem
to
-those
who
look
■ F o r this militant, the activist^
Commander^ (Ge^C.'2) Scan McKeown), Since the above was written, the Govern of the people” to stop Tshombe
prison should have no fears. But upon the ruling class* as stupid and has now confirmed that he and
’rooPs ment has had to change its mind about taking absolute control aided by the
it is, whatever use one can make of suicidal, they seem to recognise the did not get it.
sending those 1,000 Hr. bombs to r the
* * Con&0 ^
the enforced leisure to read and danger signals more clearly than
In the Katanga context the resolution JIN bombers. This was clearly the result same peoylC
study, to develop one's individual-! their enemies). Knowing that there of February; 21 was completely revolu of pressure from the “Katanga Lobby", ignorance and poverty for so long.
What is less obvious is what “the
ity. and influence-by-example one's was a reception committee of the tionary in its implications. Nobody and caused an outcry from the humani
circle o f friends, a serious restriction Establishment of>;some 3,000 mili knew this better than the British Gov tarian supporters of the UN—who will of the people” really is.
R.M .
on one's freedom of movement and tary and civilian police at ^Wethers ernment and nobody was more opposed thought the bombs SHOULD be sent!
of communication, to mention the field, that thecoach,com pany had
■X- AROUND THE GALLERIES
most obvious, and one that we refused transport factories the Com
m
ittee
o
f
100
should,
at
its
eve
of
anarchists, at least, do not accept
Victorian furniture, waiting to accept
without first asking ourselves the demonstration briefing, held a
the spittle of authority.
whether the price we" may have to secret meeting with its Wethersfield
Kaplan has lingered too long over this
pay for our actions is worthwhile. marshals callng-off that demon
ANATOLI LVOVTTCH KAPLAN was
Eric Estorick, the director of the Gros- nostalgia for the womb of abasement.
stration and asking them to intercept
born in the year 1902 in the small venor Gallery, is responsible for tbis Ilya Ehrenburg has written that “There
We must always be reluctant to go would-be demonstrators at the Lon ^
village of Rogatchev in Byelorussia, and exhibition of Kaplan's work, on view at
to prison, which does not mean w e don Station and on the highways 'he spent his boyhood and his youth in 15 Davies Street, W.I., and this is, 1 are lithographs by A. Kaplan on the
walls of the room where I work, they
should be reluctant to take actions and suggest they join the Ruislip this village of wooden shacks and ortho believe, the ' first one-man show of a bring me much joy.I am sure that a simi
which m ight involve us in arrest and demonstration.
dox jewry. In 1921 he joined the Aca contemporary Russian artist to be held lar joy will be experienced by the owners
im prisonm ent We should be pre
Instead of which the 500 demon demy o f Arts in Leningrad and for six in this country, or for that matter the of these lithographs." To me, that reads
pared to court imprisonment if by strators who made their way to years .shared in the ferment of those West, and though the point is open to like the patronising reference of some
so doing we further our cause more Wethersfield were faced with over days. It was a period when every en correction our thanks are due to Mr. petit beutgeois shop-keeper for his
ffectivriy than we could otherw ise, whelming odds even before they set couragement was given to the artist to Estorick for enabling us to see this work. counter hand. The joy will be when the
but w e m ust be careful to distin off for the two entrances to the base. experiment, and Kaplan found himself Here are Kaplan's 130 lithographs, and Ehrenburgs of this world fear to have
c t! between such action and that m the village itself one felt as if in in the company of men like Skouliari, this man who has been acclaimed as the the lithographs upon their walls for then.
greatest living Russian-born painter, next ' they will sing of the dignity of .the
which is intended to solve a trap, wbat with the police and all Cbarnetskaya, Matiukb, Vedernikov, to Chagall, has now staked his claim to
Shenderov, Ermolaev and Sudakov, men
jewish people and not of a clownish
ely personal problems.
know th e paraphernalia of the press, and who had come to be accepted as among our attention. Kaplan has rightly spurned element accepting the role of Russia's
there wtU be those who argue this writer and others were convin the best of graphic artists working in the laboured fantasies of Cbagall and U nde Toms,
'r
bese are on e and the self same' ced that it would have been more Leningrad.
In an emotional prefatory note Wolf
has used a softer, sadder line to record
I The fact is that for som e o f effective if all this machine had been
For ten years after leaving the Aca his vision, but for alt their acclaim Mankowitz has written, “ In Prague, in
are not, and therefore set in motion, the barbed wire rein demy Kaplan worked as a designer and among the Top People of Moscow and the oldest graveyard of Jews in Europe,
able people m ust agree to dis- forcements set up, the guards posted scenic artist and this period had a pro of London there is too much of the there stands an ancient synagogue, clean,
nounced influence onjbis later work. In masochistic nostalgia for the stench of perfectly reconstructed and empty a s . a
m&x
at every two yards round the peri 1939, Kaplan was accepted as a member the ghetto about this work for my taste. blown egg.
"In the dim light, such as Kapian cap
This writer had intended to join meter, the 800 police brought from of the Union of Soviet Artists and from
Kaplan's jewish men and women lack
Wethersfield demonstration as all over Essex, the dogs, the Randolf then on his course seemed clear, for his that touch of dignity that could add tures in the multi-toned black of his
the walls seem for a
observer, partly because the plan Churchills, the Minister, the lot and work was acclaimed and accepted within charm to their rural humour, for they lithographs*
moment as you enter to crawl with mag
the Soviet Union and he became a regu
no
demonstrators
rather
than
two
immobilise the air base seemed
lar exhibitor at the major official art are the jews of the witless lavatory gots. But there is not even the move
at this stage and the price columns of 250 people with whom exhibitions. The Russian museums be jokes, passive and uncomplaining in the ment of death in this museum sepulchre.
insuccess much too high. When the police played like a cat with a gan to acquire his work and his reputa face of the world's abuse, every-ready to It is a trick of the light as it falls across
mouse. To subject demonstrators
ec saw how few were those who
tion became known outside the Soviet curl up beneath the jackboot of author writing on the walls which make the
had made their way to Wethersfield to such treatment is bad for morale Union. He is best known among the ity. 1 turned to the work of George names [of the murdered jews] painted
.. and that the attempt to penetrate and will harm future activities of the Russian Establishment for his prints, Cruikshank in his Dickens illustrations, inch-high in strict alphabetical order,
| | h e barbed wire fences of the air Com m ittee. We only hope that be such as the twelve sheets.of “ Views of to seek an artist who could use as sub seem to writhe,''
Anatoli Lvovitch Kaplan is a magnifi
Abase (protected by some 3,000 mili fore embarking upon another de-, Leningrad during the days, of the block ject matter the men and. women spawned
like animals, into the stew of last cen
tary and dvihan police, not to men- monstration these and other impor ade”, that were issued in 1946, but tury's London. The same decaying cent technician who will honour his
people more by singing of the glory that
the dogs and as we learned, on tant matters will be carefully con Kaplan was for ever turning back to the fagadps to his buildings, the same sun ' could be their future than by continu
village of his youth for his inspiration
sidered
by
them,
TE^spot. helicopters as well) had
less skies and the same gloomy interiors ally weeping over the- humiliations of
and he found btis outlet during the dark
{Next week we shall discuss the days leading up to Russia's entry into such as Kaplan offers, but Cruikshank's their past, for let u s’always honour the
been called off, a feeling of solidar»ity with those who had kept the points (b) and (c) as well as the the Greater Great War, for it was then half-starved , creatures are children- of dead but remember that our place is
rendezvous, and in particular a re question o f secrecy in the light o f that Kaplan began the illustrations for movement and revolt, whilst Kaplan's with the living.
figures' sit passively among their ghastly
,
Arthur M ovse .
Sholem Aleicbem's “Kasrilovka".
gard fo r close friends deeply com recent activities by the police).
Continued from page 1

ANAT0LE CAPLAN

V R E EDOl

Ban the Bomb
Demonstration
i
(By a correspondent)
) ELUCTANTLY twitching his neat
moustache, I Police -Supt. Bendigo
fought back his tears. "My men . . .
the finest body of men in the world . . .
are disappointed.They expected violence
and they didn’t get any. Many of them,
battle-scarred warriors of Trafalgar
Square and Upper Brook Street were
ready. There’s nothing these sk-downers
hat more than the feel of a cold trunch
eon or the hoofs of a good horse. We
expected there, would be more of them.
There was ample space for them to sit
down." He looked sadly over the Essex
landscape dotted with 180 2-year penalty
notices. "We had about 500 troops
backing up our men and we thought
we’d get a good scrap. We did get the
co-operation of the bus company and
we thought they’d get sufficient numbers
to march the nine miles to make it worth
our whiled ; . You know what I think?
. . . they^fe getting soft! I'Ve" seen the
day when they’d gladly march twenty
miles, and sit-in a puddle at-the end of

m

it” .

"We knew they’d been infiltrated with
foreign ideas -like 'sattygrayer and
ahimser but we didn't think, they’d bring
us all this way for nothing. Not that
we ever thought they do it mind you
but the simple precautions we took soon
put a stop to it. It’s this, telling Us whatthey’re going to do and then doing it
that gets oh oiir nervesC. . It’s not the;
sort of thing our men are used to.”
. "Another thing. It’s taking advantage
of the nature of the ' police force* all
this non-violent resistance. Now what
we like-is a bit of non-resistant violence.
My men can deal With -that.
punch on the kidneys or a ‘quick going
over with die truncheon. My men,” for
a moment he’ choked With emotion’ '"can
deal with that, sort of thing.

111

"What are police-station steps and re
sisting arrest for? . . . and another thine
• • why didn’t we have a white-paper
about Trafalgar Square? We’ve always
been used to having* one’.* We had one
for the Savidge case (before your time I
think), the Waters case, and one from
the Christie case . . . there was esprit d el
corpse if you like! What I mean to saj4|
is how can we clear pur characters un
less we have a white-paper"? How can
we describe how these non-violent resis
ters set upon our judoTchampions,
weight-lifters and wrestlers and how
some of Them went bathing in the foun D ear C omrades,
tain despite regulations.
Parent writes of schools that the "wor
ship
session is a very powerful weapon
"Another thing a white paper would
have done would be to reveal how we of our rulers”. One can only assume
kept violence off the TV screens and out that he has never attended one since he
of the papers. That’s why we went in w as^a very small boy. The biggest
argument against the ‘act of worship’ soafter midnight. The things that went
on weren't the sort of things that should called is that it is boring to all con
be on the screen, Too much violence. cerned. Its ideological content is prac
tically nil. The staff at my school well
Bad for the youngsters.
know my agnostic beliefs and many of
"I think by and large we have dealt them agree with me. Teaching to me
fairly With them. We pinched the lead is a job and like most other jobs is more
ers in the first go, the Brains Trust. Now or less distasteful. It is a question of
we’ve pinched the heads but they’re not expediency. I need the money to keep
playing fair with us. They’re keeping myself and my family. If I find an em
ployer daft enough to pay me for a
the real leaders in the background
or how do they go <5n? But we’ll go on quarter of an hour’s work spent singing
picking up the leaders. They’re bound hymns, which incidentally I enjoy, and
listening to the headmaster on the
to run out some time.
school’s achievements, which I don’t, so
" "FinallySI want to say how we much the worse for him. A reduction
feel here in Essex that it's quite unfair in the number of pupils in each class of
to jpick on the place where the bombs course does, not solve any problem but
actually are After all it's an Official it does make working conditions easier.
Secret that they actually exist Same as
Parent objects to teachers demanding
its an official ;secret what goes o n -in
more pay. It is worth reflecting that
prison, or even my station house.
miners, electricians, railwaymen, Post
N--."It vis quite libellous to $ay that the
police, are vindictive, brutal, pettyminded and stupid. But it is also, an
official secret”
i m
' Executives in search o f room at the
top in industry must be earning £3,000
a year well before they are 40, states
the third annual survey of executive
Salaries;
The survey ^appears in the latest issue
npHROUCH the generosity of an artist of the management journal "Business”.
. friend we have available a few cards Its author, Mr. Tony Burgess, writes that
even the men ;of the, older generation
:which can be used for greetings.
whoghad
already arrived were earning
T h ey ^ arry no messages are folded
cards printed with six -different lino-cut their £3,000 a year before they were 45.
Inflation meant that this barrier—gate
designs taken from divers^ sources, such way to the “really big pay-cheques—had
p i .cave painting, African carving, etc., to be passed even earlier by the present
arid w^ib cUt by painter Bruno Manini, generation of young executives.
and printed in red Qt black.
To achieve a top executive’s salary by
■EVvailable firom Freedom Press now, the end o f his career, a young man just
at 1$:
including envelope, all pro- starting in business should aim to be
earn in g ^!,000 a year ^somewhere be
to the Press Fund.

attracted thousands of dcrooattratots ai|
observers. For three long, freezing h o y ,
, 150 demonstrators
doWn outside it
HQ of Northern Command, all prepay
to be arrested. The very fact that vl
were not arrested Whilst • breaking n|
vlaw indicates our strength. To
plainly, we got awayv with breaking 9
t
law uhcler the dripping noses
Office workers and M.P.s are also claim police.
ing more pay. It seems that he is
’The C.N.D. supporting march of wi
singling out teachers purely on the over a thousand people from all ovj
.grounds of personal prejudice.
the North of England presented a fid
Brighton, Dec. 9.
m.
T eacher.
shoeing of solidarity and we had evd
respect for each other’s means of
pressing PROTEST.
Vte heard a . correspondent on |
B.B.C. Radio Newsreel lie and a
report our demonstration^ and one tak
C omrades , .■
:-/; v v ’- -■
for granted that the same applies tosT
The mass media disgust one yet again!
the other demonstrations. As a feta
The biased way in which the magnificent erly solid citizen remarked: "I tholT
protest demonstrations of the Com Aunt Sally was i m p a r t i a l I d id n ^
mittee of 10$ of December 9th were down and freeze on a winter’s afteraB
reported amazed even this highly cynical for some yellow pressmen and phpj
reader of the press.
observers to mis-represent me. B uf
I was at the York demonstration and certainly added to my education.
I am determined that the truth should
Fraternally,
be known about our demonstration. The Hull, Dec. 10.
evening rag in York spoke of 1,000
C.N.D. marchers and the liberal paper
Observer only mentioned a figure of 675.
They can’t both be right, and in fact
neither is. I really could not bring
myself to digest the mush of lies in the
other Sunday vomit but no doubt you
will have seen it for yourselves.
. In York, on a cold, foggy Saturday
afternoon the first ever civil disobedience
demonstration against nuclear weapons CENTRAL MEETINGS

Correspondence

Prejudiced ‘P a re n t9

The Disgusting
Mass Media

LONDON
ANARCHIST GB0UI

Golden Steps to ‘Success ’
tween the ages( of 24 and 28. He should
pass the £1,500 mark shortly after his
30th birthdayfand £2,000 before he was

GREETING CARDS

meetings to be held at
The Two Brewers,
40 Monmouth Street, WC2
(Leicester Square Tube)
Sundays at 7.30 p.m.
DEC 17 Gramophone Recital by ;
John Pilgrim on:
Sex and Folk-Music
DEC 24 ^ No meeting: Saturnalia

With his 4bih birthday and the £3,000
milestone behind him, states the survey,
the oyster vyas well and truly open and
it was up to|the executive just how much
OFF-CENTRE
or its contents he'enjoyed.
The surve^; says that1 peak salaries
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
were not quite'so high as opponents of
surtax maintained. An average salary 1st Thursday of each month at 8 p.m.3
Jack’ and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Staintq
for the chairman or managing director Road, Enfield, Middx.
of an industrial firm was £6,000 and for Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.n
other directors, general managers, and at Dorothy Barasi’s, 45 Twyford Avenue
chief sales executives about £4,500. Ac Fortis Green, N.2.
countancy, with top salaries .around the 1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.n
£3,000 mark, seemed the least well- at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerby ~
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
rewarded of the executive functions.
Fulham, S.W.6.
DECEMBER 9th 1^1
3rd Thursday of each month at 8 p.m. at f
Donald Rooum’s, 148a Fellows R oad,^
W EEK 4 9
Swiss Cottage; N.W.3,
farmyard .years ago where the farmer Last Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at !
Expenses: ^49:
|j& & 3 6
when he ^wanted a chicken, for lunch Laurens and Celia Otter’s ,'57 Ladbroke
1n com e
would firsfev survey his flock and when Road, W .ll.
and- since* the organisers had felt that a.: th e sam e m ean trick. T o o u r minds he spotted the one he fancied for the
Weeks 1 -4 8 .
£1.503
and W .ll no- meeting in
we were right tq get u p and give them
m inimnm -500
e~ .needed fjgr this
pot would point it out and his faithful —NR—
It
that ail the benefit o f the doubt. Ambulances dog, always Jby his side, would simply
m j s s s 4 '^V ailab^ demonstrators Shoiild -be. Used
a r e ; the; sym bol.. o f m an’s hum anity to
rush int<^ the flock and grab the victim;
to block the^^^^^^;cntriiees to th e' air m an, and it is surely th e aim o f dem on by its nfck£ and, tail wagging, bring it
strator^. to foster such a spirit. T hat the
■HbaSe-^^^ E o f f we marched ;,.with
D ESSt
to his feaster, alive, a little sore in the
^ ^ ^ . a l b i i g ,the_^indmg road that led- . a u th o fiti^ /r Use am bulances for other neck prqbably—but then if the chicken JAZZ CLUB
This season’s meetings are being held at
p u rp o se .;in time o f peace as well as in
^ th e
could haviLrealjged. that its neck was 4 Albert Street Momington Crescent NW1
War,
pan;
only
underline
the
baseness
of
with a double line qfjpplice and most
due to be broken/TP^Would have appre at approximately monthly intervals.
Oxford: Anon. 5/-: Smethwick: E.W. 6/7;
tfipaei .against w hom the pepplei& struggle
out group ,pf <abput | ^ s a t down. It
ciated the delicacy with which the dog
Ilford: D.L
^ ^ 4then |ap.in. j^bput a xquarter of an has tovbe directed. •.
had done: its job.
Hinsdale: B. 5/3; London: P.J.W . I Od.:
hour latbr ffireeg>|g8!^sejcS from the’front
T o’^kdep th e dem onstrators on. the
Gla sgow: J
The operation stirred up discussion,
^
up and taken
Glasgow: S.M.
jL^dpo: ?P ,^ H B
■qiii y /^ % d p th e r five“ Were picked up and
as we all huddled a little closer'together
Wolverhampton: J.L. 2/6; Yi^Iverhamp^iftn.:;
tak en ' away a b o u t an h o u r later. D ark
miJitary am bulah^s . with bells ringing ness descended, the police on duty were to close the gaps as well as to try and
J:K.W. 2/-; Belfast: Liam* ’mfe.
and the ^ed:c^)ss lighted up. arrived and periodically relieved, the figures lining keep warm, with some demonstrators Still Available 1/8 Post-Free
L * 2/6: Edmonton. '
Basildon; P.J.8. 2/6'. Westhoughton: E.M.
Stopped. : What should
there thei ienceS became Silhouettes, th e ,two declaring that we should continue to sit
after 7 p.m. in view of the latest provo
£1/10/-: Kingston. Ont.: L I. 14/^gMOsey:' :yy.ere -those 4 ^h p ^aid "sit idp\K ^; and
helicopters w hich like noisy daschunds
others who thought ^ e ;rshould get up; had been enjoying themselves hovering cation. But most of us felt that no
^ H 2
there WaS the rosy^cheeked girl on the ' Overhead blowing hats off and showing purpose would be served by this: The
Previously Acknowledged 980
>
point was Still being debated ten min
s^e
;fcV
Poh^^
up4
g |ff their pow er to squash us l i k | ants
utes later when an insignificant; little The Anarchist Weekly
they
plaii^d
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